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Long-lived particles can manifest themselves at the LHC via “displaced vertices”—several charged
tracks originating from a position separated from the proton interaction point by a macroscopic distance.
Here we demonstrate the potential of the muon trackers at the CMS experiment for displaced vertex
searches. We use heavy neutral leptons and Chern-Simons portal as two examples of long-lived particles for
which the CMS muon tracker can provide essential information about their properties.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Standard Model (SM) of particle physics is very
successful in describing known elementary particles and
their interactions. However it does not incorporate a
number of observations in particle physics and cosmology:
neutrino oscillations, generation of baryon asymmetry of
the Universe, the nature of dark matter. These phenomena
imply that new particles beyond the Standard Model exist.
Many extensions of the SM introduce new particles
with macroscopic decay lengths (cτ > 1 cm) [1–22].
Such particles are often called long-lived particles (LLPs).
LLPs can be copiously produced at colliders. Their

decays present a distinct experimental signature—the
position of an LLP decay vertex is highly displaced from
its production vertex (PV), see Fig. 1. Therefore, in order to
probe the parameter space of the LLP, experiments must
have large length of the decay volume.
Searches for the displaced vertex (DV) events have been

performed at the LHC in the past, including searches for
displaced hadronic jets [23–27], dimuon vertices [28,29]
and decays into specific final states (for example, the
process B� → μ�μ�π∓ with one prompt and one displaced
muon at LHCb [30]).
In this paper, we propose a scheme of DV searches

exploiting the muon trackers of the CMS experiment. Its
advantage is large length of the decay volume, which is

essential to probe the parameter space of the LLPs with the
decay lengths about 1 meter or larger.
The use of the muon chambers to reconstruct dimuon DV

signatures has been explored in the past in [31–33] and
recently in [34]. Reference [35] that appeared when this
work was at its final stage employed the event selection
criteria that may be too optimistic with regard to the
background estimates. Reference [29] explored a potential
of the CMS muon chambers alone to reconstruct dimuon
DV. This search however, was constructed to be much more
general, and hence could not profit from the presence of a
prompt lepton in the event. This necessarily implied much
more stringent cuts on pT of either of the two muons in the
muon tracker since these muons were used to record an
event by a trigger, and therefore lower sensitivity.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we discuss

the “long DV search scheme”, selection criteria and
conditions for an LLP model under which the scheme is
the most efficient. In Sec. III we discuss the potential of the
scheme for specific models—the neutrino portal and the
Chern-Simons vector portal. We conclude in Sec. IV and
provide additional material in Appendices.

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of an LLP search at particle physics
experiments. The LLP X produced at the production vertex (PV)
travels a macroscopic distance and then gives rise to a displaced
decay vertex (DV).
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II. DISPLACED VERTICES WITH
THE MUON TRACKER

A. Description of the scheme. CMS (compact muon
solenoid) is a beam line azimuthally symmetric detector
consisting of a solenoid generating the 3.8 T magnetic field,
the inner trackers that allow to reconstruct the momentum
of particles produced in the pseudorapidity range jηj < 2.5
(where η ¼ − log½tanðθ=2Þ� and θ is the polar angle with
respect to the anticlockwise-beam direction) and the muon
trackers located outside the solenoid [36].
The muon system is located outside the solenoid and

covers the range jηj < 2.4. It is a set of gaseous detectors
sandwiched among the layers of the steel flux-return
yoke. This allows for a muon to be detected along the
track path at multiple points [37]. The magnetic field in
the muon system is not uniform, and goes from 2 T in the
innermost part down to almost 0 T in the outer part [38].
Schematic drawing of the muon detector is shown in
Fig. 2.
For the LHC Run 2, new reconstruction of muons has

been introduced [40], the so-called displaced stand-alone
muon reconstruction. This reconstruction is specifically
designed to address cases when muons are produced in
decays far away from the production vertex. New algorithm
achieves an almost 100% reconstruction efficiency for the
muon production radius up to about 3 m. This is a significant
gain in the efficiency compared to the reconstruction which
uses also inner tracker information, but at the same time, the
momentum resolutiondeteriorates by about a factor of 10and
is in the range 10%–60%.

Themuon tracker can use twomuon tracks to reconstruct a
displaced vertex originating from the decay X → μμþ � � �.
The reconstructed DV together with the production vertex
that can be tagged by prompt decays products, e.g., a prompt
lepton, and an underlying event produced togetherwith theX
particle, is identified as a DVevent. Due to the large distance
between a PV and a reconstructed DV, we will call this
scheme the “the long DV” scheme.
A presence of a prompt decay product in the event is

essential for event triggering, so that it is recorded and can
be analyzed offline. It should be noticed, that after the
phase II upgrade, during the high-luminosity LHC phase,
the possibility to use track-trigger in CMS will be intro-
duced. This will enable a possibility to reconstruct and
identify displaced tracks online [41–43], and hence will
remove a need for a prompt lepton in the event. However,
for the models discussed in this paper, current hardware
configuration of the CMS allows to perform the searches
with the already recorded data, as well with the data to be
obtained during the Run 3 of the LHC.
At the same time, final states with a prompt, well

identified, object in the event, as e.g., a prompt muon or
electron, have much lower background rate. In this case the
instrumental backgrounds and nonmuon backgrounds from
cosmic rays are reduced to a negligible level. The remain-
ing cosmic-ray muon backgrounds can be suppressed
by selections which do not impact signal efficiency, as
described in Ref. [44]. The remaining sources of the
background for the long DV scheme are processes with
a presence of a prompt object (as e.g., W boson production)
accompanied by decays of the SM particles into single
muons, which give rise to combinatorial two-muon events,
and two-muon decays of the SM particles (for example,
J=ψ ; ρ;ω mesons and the Z boson). The most significant
displacement of such DV appears in case of two muons
originating for a heavy-flavor particle decay (b or c
hadrons). As we do not carry out an experimental analysis
in this paper, we assume that this background is negligible
if one requires the transverse position of the displaced
vertex to be as far as lDV > 2 cm from the beam collision
point, since most of the SM particles decay before reaching
this displacement [45]. Under this assumption we lose a
part of the efficiency for LLPs with shorter lifetimes, but at
the same time we provide a more robust estimate of the
potential signal sensitivity. Because of the position of
the muon trackers, the muon events can be reconstructed
at the distances lDV < 3 m. The muons can be recon-
structed with high efficiency and low misidentification
probability if each of them has the transverse momentum
pT > 5 GeV [46,47].
To summarize, an event in the long DV search scheme

should satisfy the following selection criteria:
A prompt electron with jηj < 2.5, pT > 30 GeV or a
prompt muon with jηj < 2.4, pT > 25 GeV, which
are required for an event to be recorded by the single
lepton triggers;

FIG. 2. Cross section of the CMS experiment. Layers (muon
stations) of the muon detector in the plane perpendicular to the
beam direction. The figure is from [39].
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The minimal transverse displacement of the DV from
the PV is lmin;⊥ ¼ 2 cm; the maximal transverse
and longitudinal displacements are lmax;⊥ ¼ 3 m,
lmax;l ¼ 7 m;
Two displaced muon tracks, each with jηj < 2.4,
pT > 5 GeV.

The requirement of a large displacement of a DV from
the PV helps to significantly reduce the background from
SM processes. Therefore, even in the region with the
invariant mass of two muons below 5 GeV (mass of
B-mesons) the SM background is considered to be negli-
gible. The scheme is presented in Fig. 3.
An event with prompt τ lepton can be tagged by its

leptonic decays τ → lν̄lντ, where the leptons l ¼ e=μ
satisfy the criteria for prompt leptons presented above.
We do not consider the reconstruction of τ leptons by their
hadronic decay products since the trigger threshold for pT
of hadronic decay products is too high for efficient
reconstruction.1 However, in the future it is wise to invest
into the development of a dedicated multiobject trigger
which would allow us to bring down the prompt tau pT by
including additional displaced leptons in the event.
In [35] a similar search scheme was discussed, albeit

with less restrictive selection criteria lmin;⊥ ¼ 0.5 cm,
lmax;⊥ ¼ 4 m, and jηj < 4 for leptons.2 A wider range of
muon pseudorapidities leads to the enlargement of the
selection efficiency, while a smaller displacement between
a DVand the PV lifts up the upper bound of the sensitivity
and hence increases the maximal mass reach. However, we
caution that the backgroundfree hypothesis for the region
with smaller DV displacements adopted in [35] has not
been tested. Nevertheless, to demonstrate potential
improvement from considering lower displacements we
provide sensitivity for two scenarios: “realistic” for the
selection criteria outlined above, and “optimistic”, defined
according to [35].
B. Estimation of the number of events. The number of

decay events of a new particle X that pass the selection
criteria is

Nevents ¼ Nparent · Brprod · Pdec · ϵ; ð1Þ

where
Nparent is the total number of parent particles that produce
a particle X at the LHC;

Brprod is the branching fraction of the production of a
particle X in decays of the parent particle;

(iv) Pdec is the decay probability,

Pdec ¼
Z

dθXdpXfðpX; θXÞ

× ðe−lmin=cτXγX − e−lmax=cτXγXÞ; ð2Þ

with τX being the proper lifetime of the particle X, γX is
its γ factor, and fðpX; γXÞ is the distribution function of
the X particle whose decay products satisfy the
selection criteria;

ϵ is the overall efficiency—the fraction of all decays of
the X particle that occurred in the decay volume
between lmin and lmax, have passed the selection
criteria, and were successfully reconstructed.

The efficiency is a combination of several factors:

ϵ ¼ ϵsel · ϵrec · BrX→μμ; ð3Þ

where ϵsel, ϵrec are the efficiencies of the selection and
subsequent reconstruction of an event correspondingly, and
BrX→μμ is the branching ratio of the decay of the X particle
into two muons. Clearly, ϵrec does not depend on the nature
of LLP. The reconstruction efficiency for leptons is well
above 95% for muons with pT > 5 GeV [37,40,46] and for
electrons with pT > 30 GeV [48]. Therefore, for simplicity
the reconstruction efficiency is taken to be equal to 1
(ϵrec ¼ 1) in what follows.
We define the sensitivity curves by the condition

Nevents ≃ 3, corresponding to the 95% exclusion limit under
the assumption of zero background. The lower boundary
can be easily rescaled to other Nevents.
C. Potential of the scheme. The main advantage of the

long DV scheme is the large length of the fiducial decay
volume lmax, which exceeds the lengths of the decay
volumes of other DV search schemes at the LHC (see,
e.g., [30,49]) by ≃10 times. This has a benefit when
searching for new particle with large decay lengths,

ldec ≡ cτXγX ≫ lmax ð4Þ

Indeed, in this case the decay probability (2) is in the “linear
regime,” Pdec ≈ lmax=ldec, and as a result the number of
events (1) is proportional to lmax. For decay lengths that do
not satisfy the condition (4) the decay probability does not
depend on lmax, and the improvement is lost (see Fig. 4).
In order to probe the domain (4) there must be sufficient

production of the X particles, i.e.,

FIG. 3. Schematic diagram of the search scheme of LLPs at
CMS using the muon detectors. The production vertex (PV) is
tagged by the prompt lepton l, while the displaced vertex (DV) is
reconstructed by two muons produced in the decay X → μμ.

1Current trigger threshold is pT > 180 GeV.
2After the HL-LHC upgrade the CMS will extend its

pseudorapidity range to jηj < 4.
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Nprod · BrX→μμ > 3; ð5Þ

where Nprod ¼ Nparent · Brprod. The parameter space defined
by the conditions (4), (5) is optimal for being probed by the
long DV scheme. A toy example of the parameter space is
given in Fig. 5.

III. EXAMPLES OF PROBED MODELS

A. HNLs

Consider the model of heavy neutral lepton (HNL),
which introduces a Majorana fermion singlet N coupled to
the gauge invariant operator L̄ H̃, where L is the left lepton
doublet and H̃ ¼ iσ2H� is the Higgs doublet in conjugated

representation. This coupling introduces the mass mixing
between the HNL and active SM neutrino νl parametrized
by the mixing angle Ul. We adopt the phenomenology of
the HNLs from [50]. The main production channel of the
HNLs with masses in the range mN ≳ 5 GeV is the decay
of theW bosons. We use the value σW ≈ 190 nb for the total
production cross section of the W bosons at the LHC at
energies

ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 13 TeV [51]. To estimate the parameter
space defined by (4) and (5), we calculated the energy
spectrum and geometric acceptance ϵgeom of the HNLs in
the pseudorapidity range jηj < 2.5 in LO using the model
HeavyN [52]. We found ϵgeom ≈ 0.5 for the mass range
mN ≲ 20 GeV and EN ≈ 80 GeV.
In Fig. 6 we show the parameter space for the HNLs

mixing with νμ that can be optimally probed by the long
DV scheme (see Sec. II). We see that the domain where the
long DV scheme has good potential corresponds to the
masses mN < 10 GeV and the mixing angles U2 ≳ 10−9.
D. Simulations. To find the efficiency for the HNLs

mixing with νe=μ, we used MADGRAPH5 [53] with the model
HeavyN [52]. For simulating decays of τ lepton, we used
taudecay_UFO model [54]. For the mixing with νe=μ we
simulated the process pþ p → W, W → lþ N, where
l ¼ e for the mixing with νe and l ¼ μ for the mixing
with νμ, with subsequent decay N → μþ þ μ− þ ν=ν̄l.
In the case of the mixing with ντ, we simulated the process
pþ p → W, W → τ þ N with subsequent decays N →
μþ þ μ− þ ντ=ν̄τ and τ → lþ ν̄l þ ντ, where l ¼ e=μ.
Using the selection criteria for the long DV scheme, we

computed the selection efficiencies. They were found to be
almost independent of the mass of the HNL in the mass
range 1 GeV < mN < 20 GeV. We give their values in
Table I. The suppression of the efficiency for mixing with
ντ is due mainly to the reconstruction of the prompt τ event.
Indeed, the amount of the leptons produced in the decay
τ → lν̄lντ and passing the pT selection criterion for the
prompt leptons is ≈0.1.

FIG. 5. The illustration of the parameter space which is optimal
for being probed with the long DV scheme, see text for details.
We used a toy model with Nprod ¼ 109½1 −m2

X=ð25 GeVÞ2�2θ2X,
BrX→μμ ¼ 1 and ldec ¼ 0.1m−3

X θ−2X m.
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FIG. 6. The parameters of HNLs mixing with νμ that satisfy
criteria (4)–(5) for the LHC luminosity L ¼ 3000 fb−1. Note,
this is not an exclusion region, see text around equations for
details.

FIG. 4. Dependence of the decay probability (2) on the decay
length ldec. For simplicity we assumed that all the particles travel
with the same momentum and in the same direction, and set
lmax ¼ 3 m. The dashed lines denote the values ldec ¼ lmin and
ldec ¼ lmax. In the domain ldec ≫ lmax the decay probability scales
as Pdec ≃ lmax=ldec, while in the domain lmin ≲ ldec ≲ lmax it
behaves approximately constantly and does not depend on lmax.
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For the average momentum we found pN ≈ 70 GeV and
pN ≈ 180 GeV for the realistic and optimistic estimates
correspondingly.
E. Comparison with other schemes. Let us compare the

sensitivity of the long DV search scheme to the HNLs with
a scheme from [49,55] that uses inner trackers at ATLAS to
search for DVs events (cf. [34]). Owing to its smaller
transverse displacement lmax ¼ 0.3 m we call it the “short
DV scheme.” For the estimation of the sensitivity of the
short DV scheme we use parameterized efficiencies
ϵðmN;U2Þ provided by the authors of [49]. The comparison
of the sensitivities is given in Fig. 7. We show both
optimistic and realistic estimate of the sensitivity of the
long DV scheme. We also show the sensitivity of the SHiP
experiment from [56] that serves for an illustration of the
sensitivity reach of Intensity Frontier experiments.
The long DV scheme allows to search for HNLs in the

unexplored region of the parameter space that is not
accessible to other Intensity Frontier experiments or other
LHC searches. Its difference in the sensitivity with the short
DV scheme is due to three reasons. First, for masses mN ≲
10 GeV the decay probability for both the schemes is in the
linear regime (see Sec. II), and therefore the long DV
scheme gets the benefit from the 10 times larger length of
the decay volume lmax. Second, for the masses 5 GeV≲
mN ≲ 10 GeV there is a drop of the overall efficiency for
the short DV scheme. This is caused by the selection
criteria on the reconstructed invariant mass of the DV,
mDV > 5 GeV, and the charged tracks, Ntrk ≥ 4, that are
needed to remain in the backgroundfree region [24]. Third,
because of absence of the hadronic background the long
DV scheme can probe the parameter space mN ≲ 5 GeV,
which is not reachable by the short DV scheme.
Nevertheless, both the schemes are complementary to

each other and provide a cross-check in the mass region
5 GeV < mN < 15 GeV.

B. Chern-Simons portal

Chern-Simons portal introduces a vector particle X
interacting with pseudo-Chern-Simons current of the SM
gauge bosons [57,58]:

LCS ¼ cWϵμνλρXμWν∂λWρ þ cγ cos θWϵμνλρXμZν∂λγρ

þ cZ sin θWϵμνλρXμZν∂λZρ: ð6Þ
We can add the interaction of the X boson with SM leptons
in the form

LXμμ ¼ cWgXllXν
X

l¼e;μ;τ

l̄ γ5γνl; ð7Þ

where gXll is a dimensionless constant.3

FIG. 7. The sensitivity of the long DV (DVL) and short DV
(DVS) search schemes to HNLs mixing with νe (upper panel), νμ
(middle panel) and ντ (lower panel). By the blue short dashed line
we denote the realistic sensitivity obtained using the selection
criteria presented in this paper, while the blue dashed line
corresponds to the optimistic estimate of the sensitivity using
relaxed selection criteria from [35], see Sec. II for details. The
sensitivity of the SHiP experiment is taken from [56]. Black long-
dashed line indicates HNL parameters that correspond to
ldec ¼ 3 m. The estimates are for the high luminosity LHC phase,
L ¼ 3000 fb−1. For the DV search schemes sensitivity we require
Nevents ≥ 3 and assume zero background (see text for details).

TABLE I. The values of the selection efficiencies for HNLs of
different flavors e, μ, τ in the case of realistic and optimistic
selection criteria.

ϵsel e μ τ

Realistic 0.16 0.17 7 × 10−3

Optimistic 0.26 0.31 3.2 × 10−2

3The coupling gXll can be generated effectively by the
interaction (6) or be an effect of new physics.
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Let us consider the case when cγ, cZ ≪ cW . Then the
production of the X particle in pp collisions goes through
the XWW vertex, while the decay goes through the vertex
(7) down to very small couplings g2Xll ≃ 10−7 for the X
bosons as heavy as mX ≃ 40 GeV, see Appendix. These
vertices are parametrically independent, and for particular
values of gXll it is possible to probe the parameter space in
the optimal domain for the long DV scheme. The process of
interest is

W → X þ lþ ν̄l; X → μþ þ μ−: ð8Þ

The lepton l produced in the W decay can be triggered as a
prompt lepton, while the muon pair from the decay of the X
boson can be reconstructed as displaced muons, which
meets the selection criteria of a DV event within the long
DV scheme.
To find the selection efficiency and the energy spectrum

of theW bosons, we implemented the model of the X boson
(6), (7) into the MADGRAPH using FEYNRULES [59,60]. The
model is publicly available [61]. We simulated the proc-
esses pþ p → eþ=μþ þ νe=μ þ X (plus the charge con-
jugated final states) with subsequent decays X → μþμ−. We
have found that the overall efficiency is ϵ ≈ 2.3 × 10−2 for
mX ranging from 1 GeV to 20 GeV. The average momen-
tum of the X boson pX ≈ 40 GeV.
The sensitivity to the Chern-Simons portal is shown in

Fig. 8. We conclude that the long DV scheme can probe
masses up to mX ≃ 30 GeV and couplings down to
c2W ≃ 10−9. We note that the probed parameter space is
well below the current experimental bound on cW , which is
c2W ≲ 10−3ðmX=1 GeVÞ2 [58].

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper we proposed a new method of searching for
long-lived particles at LHC (“the long DV scheme”) that

utilizes the muon tracker at the CMS experiment. It uses a
prompt lepton and a displaced muon pair to reconstruct a
displaced vertex event. The scheme is optimal for probing
the parameter space of the LLPs with the decay lengths
ldec ≳ 3 m. We demonstrated the potential of the scheme
using two exemplary models: heavy neutral lepton (HNL)
and Chern-Simons portal. For the HNLs we made a com-
parison between the long DV scheme and other planned
searching schemes at ATLAS/CMS, see e.g., [34,49].
Our conclusions are the following:
For the HNLs, the long DV scheme can probe the
parameter space in the mass range mN ≲ 20 GeV and
down to the mixing angles U2 ∼ 10−8 (when mixing
with νμ).

The longDVschemehas a uniqueopportunity toprobe the
LLPs that decay predominantly into leptons, which is
demonstrated by the example of the Chern-Simons
portal;

The long DV search scheme has a sufficiently low SM
background even for LLPs with the masses
m≲ 5 GeV, which is unavailable for DV search
schemes at the LHC that look for hadronic decay
products. In the case of HNLs this gives a possibility
to probe the parts of the parameter space that have
not been probed by previous experiments and are
outside the reach of the planned Intensity Frontier
experiments.
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APPENDIX: CHERN-SIMONS PORTAL

1. Decay width of theW boson into X boson. The matrix
element of the process shown in Fig. 9 is

FIG. 8. The sensitivity of the long DV scheme at the high
luminosity phase to the Chern-Simons portal for different values
of the coupling to muons (7). For the DV search schemes
sensitivity we require Nevents ≥ 3 and assume zero background
(see text for details).

FIG. 9. The diagram of theW boson decay into the X boson that
goes through the XWW vertex in (6).
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MW→Xþfþf0 ¼
gcW
2

ffiffiffi
2

p εμναβϵμðpÞð2pþ kXÞνϵ�αðkXÞ

×Dβγðkf þ kf0 ÞūðkfÞγγð1 − γ5Þvðkf0 Þ;
ðA1Þ

where ϵðpÞ is the polarization vector. In the limit mX;f;f0 ≪
mW the decay width is

ΓW→Xþfþf0 ≈ c2W
αWm3

W

432π2m2
X

ðA2Þ

Using this decay width, for the branching ratio of the
process W → X þ lþ νl, where l ¼ e, μ we obtain

BrW→Xþlþνl ≈ 2.9ð1 GeV=mXÞ2c2W ðA3Þ

2. Tree-level decays generated by cW coupling. The vertex
cW generates the tree level decay process X → ff0f00f000.

Based on dimensional grounds, we can estimate the
corresponding decay width as

ΓX→ff0f00f000 ∼ c2W
α2W
ð2πÞ3

m9
X

m8
W

ðA4Þ

For the ratio of this decay width to the decay width into two
muons, ΓX→μμ ∼ c2Wg

2
XμμmX=ð2πÞ, we have

ΓX→ff0f00f000

ΓX→μμ
≃
�

αW
2πgXμμ

�
2
�
mX

mW

�
8

≃
10−7

g2Xμμ

�
mX

40 GeV

�
8

;

ðA5Þ

which means that for mX ≲ 40 GeV the process X →
ff0f00f000 is not relevant for g2Xμμ > 10−7.
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